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Intelligence Behind the Wheel
FAG Hub and Wheel Bearings
For more than 125 years, FAG premium-quality
wheel end components have been the brand
of choice for the world’s leading vehicle
manufacturers. From tapered wheel bearings
to fully-integrated hub units, our products
set the standard for quality, durability and
performance.
Now, FAG offers a comprehensive wheel and
hub program for the North American automotive
aftermarket with the coverage you need and
the quality your customers demand.
Built to the same exacting standards as
our original-equipment products, every FAG
component is engineered to thrive under
pressure, even under the harshest conditions.
Visit www.replaceyourbearings.com for a
complete application listing and detailed
product specifications.

Smart Choice.
It all comes down to the wheel end. Smart
technicians know this is no place to cut corners.
Now, you can offer your customers a complete,
premium-quality hub and wheel bearing program
with the performance and durability they demand.
Our promise: one catalog, one call, comprehensive
sales support and technical service anywhere in
the U.S.
For more information about the complete FAG
brand product line or to inquire about becoming
an authorized distributor, call 800.274.5001.

5370 Wegman Drive • Valley City, OH 44280
Phone 800 274 5001 • Fax 330 273 3522
www.replaceyourbearings.com
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Gates Unveils New
NaviGates Online Parts
Database
Gates Corporation
unveiled NaviGates, its
new online parts
application database.
The database enables
users to easily search
Gates’ complete line of
OE-quality aftermarket
parts by vehicle category,
vehicle identification
number (VIN), or part
description. NaviGates
also gives users access to
the Gates VIN Decoder,
product photos, routing
diagrams, tech tips, training videos, and promotional materials.
The new application can
be downloaded at
www.gatesnavigates.com.

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com
News and more by
following JobberNews
on Twitter.
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AIA Agrees to Support
Voluntary Right to Repair
Agreement

The Automotive Industries Association in
Canada has opted to abandon its support
of Right to Repair legislation in favour of
developing a voluntary agreement between the
aftermarket and automakers.
The decision came on the eve of the Right
to Repair Bill going before committee in late
October after the association received a notice
of clarification addressing what it considered
a deal-breaker: the apparent exclusion of
important reflash data in the definition of
Data Stream Information.
An interpretation guideline, issued by the
Canadian Automotive Service Information
Standard (CASIS) Task Force, the body created to develop the voluntary agreement,
states that “For clarity, independent shops will
have identical Data Stream Information to that
provided to the OEM’s authorized dealers.
“As such, the CASIS requires OEMs to provide the necessary information and application to independent service and repair shops
to ‘flash’ the vehicle’s rewriteable on-board
control modules in order to rewrite the relevant system’s software.”
The apparent blocking of this access was
the key sticking point for the AIA and the
key reason it could not lend its support to the
agreement and sought a solution through legislation instead.
The clarification opened the door for
the AIA’s agreeing to become part of the
CASIS process, says association president Marc
Brazeau.
“We’re hopeful that [discussions with the car
companies and NATA] will lead to AIA Canada
being a party to this agreement, because we’ve
made it very clear from the outset that that
is our intent, to sign this agreement,” says

Brazeau. “We believe everything is being done to allow
that to happen.”
The move is being
hailed as critical to providing a unified process for
the creation of what everyone agrees is an important
issue for the aftermarket.
The Right to Repair
movement is predicated
on the aftermarket having
access to the same data and
tools as those provided to
the car dealer service networks. While that access
has been available for some
years through a voluntary
agreement in the U.S., only
some automakers made this information available to the aftermarket in Canada.
After being continually rebuffed in efforts to
forge a voluntary agreement, the aftermarket
found a friend in NDP MP Brian Masse, who
was eventually able to get Bill C-273 to a vote
in Parliament this past spring. Concurrently,
and some say as a result of it, the bill’s progress
was met with parallel progress toward a voluntary agreement. The National Automotive
Trades Association (NATA), Canadian Vehicle
Manufacturers’ Association (CVMA), and the
International Automobile Manufacturers of
Canada (AIAMC), with support from Industry
Minister Tony Clement, signed the CASIS
agreement this past September.
NATA executive vice-president Dale Finch
says he sees the development as a positive
move.
“We’re very pleased that the situation for our
industry has now been resolved. Everybody’s
been able to work together. It’s so important to
Canadians that service information will now be
available and continue to be available for the
aftermarket industry,” says Finch. “We’re very
optimistic with AIA Canada. They did have
lots of questions, but we seem to have given
them the comfort that we’re going to be able
to deliver what we’ve said.”
“Because the [auto manufacturers] have
come back to us at our request and provided
these interpretation guidelines, saying, ‘Yes,
flash downloads are absolutely part of the
agreement’ and they will be using the J-3524
protocol, we made the determination that this
is what we’ve been looking for the past five
years,” says Scott Smith, legislative liaison for
the AIA. “Does it make sense for us to walk
away from that? No, it does not.”
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How Do You Meet
Original Equipment Ceramic
Standards?

This is How!
• Positive Mold Manufacturing Technology
• 100% Noise Free • 100% Dust Free
• 100% Scorched - no Break-In-Required
• High Content of Ceramic Fibers
• Chamfered, Slotted and Shimmed
ProMax, leading the way in aftermarket
friction products!

1.866.573.9889
www.autopartsdepot.ca

Tel: 905.612.9889 Fax: 905.612.9623
7027 FIR TREE DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ON CA L5S 1J7
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Beck/Arnley Adds New
Foreign Nameplate Numbers
Beck/Arnley added 273
new part numbers to its
line of premium quality,
genuine foreign nameplate products in the
third quarter, for a total
of 1,458 part numbers
added in 2009 to date.
The latest 273 part
numbers fall within five
of Beck/Arnley’s product modules: brake and
chassis (162), clutch and
driveline (17), electrical
(3), engine management
(50), and engine parts
and filtration (41).
The new part numbers
can be downloaded in
either a PDF or Excel format by visiting
www.beckarnley.com.
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Wells Launches Web-Based
Diagnostic Guide Covering
ABS Trouble Codes
Wells Manufacturing has
launched a new Webbased diagnostic guide
covering ABS (anti-lock
brake system) trouble
codes on domestic, Asian,
and European vehicles.
Available at
www.wellsmfgcorp.com,
this user-friendly resource
provides detailed, application-specific diagnostic
recommendations in addition to an enhanced guide
to OBD-II powertrain
trouble codes. This guide
(also available online)
provides comprehensive,
vehicle-specific diagnostic
recommendations by
code, as well as corresponding causes listed in
probability sequence.

AASA, Brake Manufacturers Council
Announce Integration

The Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA) and
the Brake Manufacturers Council (BMC) have announced an
agreement to integrate the BMC as a product council of AASA.
“This agreement between the leadership of AASA and BMC will
benefit North American suppliers and create more collaboration
among brake suppliers, whether aftermarket or original equipment,” says Steve Handschuh, AASA president and COO. “This
agreement will create a unique forum for BMC members and will
foster open discussions of common concerns and industry issues.”
Pat Healey, president of the Friction Materials Standards
Institute (FMSI), who currently acts as BMC’s executive director,
says, “BMC members are excited about the opportunities that integration with AASA opens. The FMSI looks forward to continuing
to work with AASA and BMC on issues of common concern.”
Under the agreement, BMC will become a product council of
AASA and will operate under the leadership of the AASA board of
governors. Its daily operations will be directed by Jack Cameron,
AASA vice-president and new BMC staff executive.

Veyance Technologies Opens
New Canadian Headquarters

Cindy Russell, sales manager, Eastern Region, Veyance Technologies
Canada, Inc. (left); Reid Ferguson, vice-president, Modern Sales Co-op
(centre); and Guy Enta, national sales manager, Veyance Technologies
Canada, Inc. (right), at Veyance’s new Mississauga office Open House.

Veyance Technologies Canada, Inc., Goodyear Engineered Products
has relocated to its Canadian corporate office.
The new facility includes meeting spaces designed to host customer meetings and training sessions. It is located at 237 Brunel
Road, Mississauga, Ontario and can be reached at (905) 366-2010.

APPOINTMENTS

Coni-Seal has announced new appointments and additions to
its sales team. Kim Sheffey, director of export sales, will be adding Canada to her extensive list of international sales territory
responsibilities. Greg DelGozzo, vice-president of sales for U.S.
Eastern Regions, has been promoted to vice-president, national
sales. Jeff Rayburn, with 27 years of combined automotive and
heavy-duty truck aftermarket experience, is coming to Coni-Seal
from Corteco and will service the Central and Midwest portions
of the U.S.

For more on these and other stories, log
on daily to autoserviceworld.com
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An Open Letter from AIA Canada
We are very pleased to announce the resolution of the issue relating to aftermarket
access to vehicle repair and service information, factory branded tools and training
through a voluntary agreement. This agreement is referred to as the Canadian
Automotive Service Information Standard (CASIS). This is the achievement that AIA
has been working toward for the past several years.
The AIA Board of Directors recently took the decision to support the CASIS
Agreement, after extensive consultation with key stakeholders. AIA did not arrive at
this decision lightly. But now there is an opportunity to work cooperatively. AIA has
chosen to be at the table to work with the car companies and other aftermarket
stakeholders to deliver information, tools and training to our industry in the most
efficient and expedient way possible, for the benefit of all involved.
You as an industry stakeholder need to be commended for taking part in this effort –
thousands of people wrote letters to Members of Parliament asking them to make
something happen. Something did happen…there is now an agreement in place. Our
industry needs to shift its support to this cooperative approach.
Raising awareness and showing support for Bill C-273 drove the process forward.
The end goal has always been to enable our industry to properly fix vehicles, and the
central tenant of the agreement is that information, training and tools will be made
available to the aftermarket in a format that is comparable with that distributed to
OEM authorized dealers. This is what we needed and that is what we have achieved.
At a meeting between AIA and the signatories of CASIS on October 15th, the
willingness amongst key stakeholders to work cooperatively was clearly
demonstrated in the form of an interpretation guideline, which clarified a fundamental
material concern that AIA had presented to the signatories of the agreement. It was
this gesture that convinced AIA that the agreement was the right path forward.
AIA Canada now looks forward to signing on to the agreement with the Canadian
Vehicle Manufacturers Association, the Association of International Automobile
Manufacturers of Canada and the National Automotive Trades Association.
We encourage all AIA members, and the industry at large, to work with us to
successfully implement CASIS by May 2010. Please go to www.aiacanada.com to
obtain a copy of CASIS.
Sincerely Yours,

John Watt
Chairman of the Board

AIA ad p7.indd 7
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AIA GRAND FORUM

Getting Into The Head

Of The Consumer
S

uccess in the automotive service business is as
much about understanding the inner workings
of your customer as it is the vehicle in the bay.
The most important thing for the independent
shop to understand is the motivations behind customers ending up in their shop, and why some don’t, says
industry analyst Dennis DesRosiers.
Speaking at the inaugural Automotive Industries
Association of Canada’s Ontario Grand Forum, the
noted analyst said that following the simple decisions
can reveal much.
“You’re trying to find out what’s the very first thing
[the customer] thinks about when he has an issue
with his vehicle. And what’s the second, and what’s
the third.
“You need to understand the thinking behind
most consumers’ decisions and [why they] end up in
one shop or not in one shop. You have to understand
what you need to do to influence the thinking in that
consumer’s mind.”
DesRosiers headlined an extensive series of presenters at the inaugural service provider conference,
which attracted some 300 attendees to the day-long
combination of presentations and workshops.
Some of the more notable sessions included Dennis DesRosiers, founder of DesRosiers Automotive Consultants Inc., gives an
“Operational Planning – Stop Hoping…Organize” industry overview in his lecture, “Service Professionals in a Consumer World.”
by outgoing AIA Chairman and national manager
of Petro-Canada Certi-gard, John Watt; “What’s New
in Automotive Technology” by technical instructor for the
thinking. “Get to know your customers. It’s not good enough
Canadian Automotive Repair and Service (CARS) Council
to have the customer leave your shop pretty satisfied, but not
Dave Vollmer, and “Earning Sales Doesn’t Mean Selling” by
fully satisfied.”
director of marketing and training for KYB America William
Recognize, too, that it is a complicated process.
“Mac” McGovern.
“Understand that there are no silver bullets out there. PeoDesRosiers offers that it is important to realize that car
ple say, ‘Tell me the one thing.’ There is no ‘one thing’; it’s
repair is a grudge purchase at best. “You live in a negative
attention to forty or fifty different things.
world. I think it’s really important that you understand, at an
“It comes down to the fundamentals, and that comes right
operational level, how to deal with that consumer. You have to
down to talking to the customers.”
have an awful lot of patience.
“Although,” he admits, “my dad, who ran shops
for nearly 50 years, said that once in a while you have
to ‘fire’ a customer.”
He recounted a tale of one incredibly difficult customer, “Fred,” who disrupted the entire shop with
William “Mac” McGovern,
every visit. DesRosiers senior eventually sent him packmarketing director and
ing, only to have him beg to come back, offering to
training for KYB America
Inc., tells technicians where
leave his car at the donut shop down the street, pay
the lost sales are in their
after hours, and never set foot in the shop again. That
service centres.
arrangement went on for years.
Living in this reality, DesRosiers said that shop
owners could benefit from improving their strategic
8
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Jobber News Celebrates 25th Anniversary of Jobber of the Year Award
Following the Ontario Grand
Forum, Jobber News marked
the 25th Anniversary of the
Jobber of the Year Award with
a special dinner.
Named after the founders of Jobber News, E.J. and
A.E Wadham, the award has
recognized Canadian auto
parts jobbers for success in
business, contributions to
the industry, and community
involvement for 25 years.
“Over the years, the recipients make up a real who’s
Inaugural winner of the Jobber
who of the best of the best on
of the Year Award, John
all these fronts,” said Jobber
MacDonald, Ideal Supply,
Listowel, Ontario.
News publisher and Editor
Andrew Ross.
On hand for the celebration was inaugural recipient
John MacDonald, Ideal Supply, Listowel, Ont. His entertaining speech kicked off the affair attended by industry leaders and past winners Howie MacKenzie, Rafuse
Auto Supply, John Cochrane, Cochrane Automotive, Dale
Devlin, Halton Automotive, and John Zuk, Automotive
Trade Supply.
The evening also included a tribute by AIA chair John
Watt to the late Denis Bellemore, NAPA vice-president,

Editor and publisher of Jobber News Magazine, Andrew Ross, presenting
the Bintas family (from l-r: Dmitri, Peter, Stavros, Nick and Jim) of Spark
Auto Electric with the 2009 Jobber of the Year Award in Toronto.

and recognition of the association’s retiring division chairs
Dan Clark, SW Ontario, Murray Emond, Manitoba, Wayne
Jangula, British Columbia, and Lloyd Gibson, Vancouver
Island, as well retiring committee/council Chairs Art
Wilderman, ASP Council, and Mark Reed, Market Research
Committee.
A special video and plaque presentation to the Bintas
family and Spark Auto Electric, 2009 Jobber of the Year,
capped off the evening.
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MARKET
TRACKER

Don’t Just Go With the Flow:

How Knowing Your Customers
Can Increase Motor Oil Sales
By David Halpert

T

ight margins have given motor oil the reputation of being a necessary evil within the aftermarket. Given its importance to each and every
service business, this is undeserved.
For jobbers, it’s likely that oil-purchase conversations with customers won’t last more than two
minutes. And, in terms of bulk sales, few shop
owners stray from their trusted brand, or from the
grade most commonly used in the course of their
daily operations, usually 5W-30 or 10W-30.
However, in a product category spread out
among so many types and grades, how do you
ensure you’re offering the best coverage to your
customers? Are there other opportunities for
extra profit in those precious minutes over the
phone between you and the customer? And are
there foreseeable changes that we can expect in
the near future when it comes to the motor oil
side of the business?
If jobbers are working within a specific territory
or region it’s likely they already know their customer base very well, but when it comes to niche
applications jobbers should ask more questions to
ensure they’re aware of all the options.
“The key thing is to always probe an application when they’re calling. If [a technician] just
needs 5W-30, they’ve got that in their vault tank
or their drums. They have it already in their shop.
In most cases technicians who are working on
cars are not working off packaged products,” says
Dennis Favaro, product manager for Valvoline.
“If they want something, they’re probably calling
to get something out of the ordinary. If not, they’re calling
and telling the counterperson, ‘I want a case of 5W-30,’
[so] it might be a little more involved in terms of different
applications.”
One of the most noticeable trends oil manufacturers have been seeing is the increased use of 5W-20 and a
decrease in the amount of 5W-30 used in terms of volume.
“In general, 5W-30 and 10W-30 are the most popular grades
in Canada, and we can see an increasing need for 5W-20 as
well, because with the technology out there today the trend
is 5W-20 will grow fast,” says Amanda Li, marketing director
for Shell Lubricants Canada under its Pennzoil/Quaker State
brands.
10
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“We have been seeing an increase in the past few years
and we can foresee it will keep growing as well.”
“A lot of [technicians] are going to have to carry 5W-20
in bulk because a lot of products for vehicles now run on
5W-20, some to the point where technicians are getting dual
compartment tanks for the volume of 10-W30, which is now a
smaller percentage of what it used to be,” continues Favaro.
“They may have a hybrid tank [in their shop] that has two
compartments, a 5W-20 and 5W-30. But now you’re finding
that 5W-20 is actually catching up to 5W-30 as a percentage
of sales in Canada.
“In the U.S., 10W-30 is in full decline, 5W-30 has started its
decline, and 5W-20 is in full growth mode in terms of grade.
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2009
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The volume’s not changing. It’s just everything is being
pushed down to the 5W-20 as more OEMs go there.”
Basically, success with motor oil comes from asking questions, both in the oil you choose to distribute, and when
talking to your technician customers.
“With this many products available, the interface between
the jobber and the customer becomes critical, as well as
[the relationship] with his supplier. Does your supplier
carry all of these products? Do they have them in stock?
Can you trust them to send you a high-quality product that
you can trust?” says Brian Shaw, Canadian sales manager for
Noco Lubricants. “Right now we’re seeing a lot of discounting in the private label. As a result, some of the private-label
products in the U.S. are of questionable origin and product
quality.”
“If you have some relationship with your [technician]
customers, then you can also ask them in which area you
need more. What type of customers do you have? Do you
have more high-mileage type of customers? What type of
cars [come into your shop], so you can do the right recommendation on the oil and different products? I think
it’s about understanding the customers and your offering.
Help them when they try to find new needs and it’s win/
win,” continues Li.
When it comes to your customers, there are always new
opportunities out there for jobbers willing to ask the necessary questions. Be sure to question whether you’re getting
the most out of your current oil suppliers.

A Lesson in Oil

J

obbers are not technicians, nor are they scientists, but most
have a pretty good idea of their technicians’ needs. Technicians
rarely deviate from their trusted brand, and when it comes to purchasing wholesale, they will often go with the most common grades
(most likely 10W-30 or 5W-30), ensuring the widest coverage for the
vehicles their customers are maintaining.
But what do oil manufacturers mean when they say 10W-30 as
opposed to, say, 5W-30?
All grades of oil are based on a viscosity range at a standard
temperature set by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).
These numbers are referred to as the “weight” of the oil.
However, the letter “W” on an oil grade refers to “winter” (not
“weight”), which is gauged by the oil’s viscosity at 0oF. Warmweather weight, which includes grades with no “W” in them, is
based on the viscosity measured at 210oF.
SAE viscosity gradings include the following, from low to high
viscosity: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 or 60, yet only six of them
are suffixed with the letter “W” (0W, 5W, 10W, 15W, 20W, 25W
respectively).
The most common multigrade monikers—indicated by two
grade numbers—are 5W-30 for colder climates (falling below 0oF),
10W-30 for intermediate climates (down to 0oF), and 20W-50 for
warmer climates (down to 32oF).
High-molecular-weight polymers are added to a low-viscosity
oil base stock to create multigrade oils that work through thick and
thin. At cold temperatures, the rubberlike polymer molecules exist
as balled-up coils and don’t thicken the oil significantly. However, at
warmer temperatures, they expand to more linear random coils to
prevent oil from thinning out too much.
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MARKET FEATURE

The Best of Both Worlds:
Where are the Heavy-Duty Opportunities

for Today’s Jobber?
By David Halpert

“Heavy duty”is a phrase that carries a lot of weight for the jobber who deals
exclusively in automotive. When comparing automotive to heavy duty in terms of their
parts size, SKU coverage, and distribution networks, the two categories are about as
different as night and day.
12
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Most WDs and jobbers (especially
if space is at a premium in their
store) don’t bother with this class of
vehicles, for reasons that are logical
and justifiable in the long run for
their business. However, depending
on the circumstances of your location, there may be potential opportunities for profit—if not in heavy
duty, than certainly with fleets of
light- to medium-duty trucks, where
more parts are available and require
greater coverage.
“Oftentimes there’s a disconnect
in our organization in that we have
two specific sales groups and they
don’t cross over the line,” says Bruce
Hipkiss, president of heavy duty for
Special Sales & Marketing. “In the
heavy-duty [division]our [people] are
required to do an awful lot of ground
work with the fleets. And the fleets
demand that, so if we go in and
happen to have a hot product that a
certain fleet decides that they want
to purchase, we may be asked to do a
survey. So now we’ve got guys off the
road, and it can take you upwards of
a month to complete a survey, and of
course an automotive jobber is not
going to want to get into that.”
Then you have the issue of manufacturers who are very protective of
the channel, he says. They have a
heavy-duty-specific channel and an
automotive-specific channel, and
they’re not real excited about wanting to mix those two together.
“This only makes sense. If I’m a
national fleet operating coast to coast
from St. John’s to Victoria, I would
much rather be part of a guaranteed program that is the same across
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2009
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Corrosion, the Silent Killer
Unlike automotive technicians that determine the problems on a car to be anything
from a clogged filter to a cracked exhaust
system, the number-one cause for replacement parts in medium- to heavy-duty
vehicles is corrosion. As many commercial
fleets spend most of their time either on the
road or in a fleet yard, they are essentially
exposed to the elements 24 hours a day, all
year long. This is especially critical during
Canadian winters, where different salt solutions vary from province to province in cities
and towns that use such formulas to melt
excess snow and ice on the roads.
“A trucker’s route from Boston to Seattle
can cross 14 varieties of calcium chloride,”
says Mark Assenmacher, sales and marketing manager for Peterson Manufacturing.
“The solution gets picked up from the road
and settles in the undercar chassis of the
truck. The chemicals mix together and
become so concentrated that it’s enough to
burn the trucker’s hand if he were to touch
it directly.”
While the commercial side is very well
taken care of, keep in mind that there is
one thing commercial doesn’t offer: delivery. While some fleet companies are wary
about adding an extra step to the process,
they will consider the automotive jobber if
he has the part needed and will deliver it
within a timely fashion.

Canada, rather than one that might
only dabble in heavy-duty and has no
uniformity nationwide when it comes
to prices on parts,” continues Hipkiss.
“Navistar’s parts and service network
is a good example, where all of its
outlets and dealers will deal with its
members under the same contract.”
So where are the opportunities?
Again, a lot of it has to do with the
specific circumstances of your jobber
store and your location, but for the
purposes of this article, four categories that are worth looking into are
heavy-duty lighting, filters, tools, and
shop equipment.
There’s little point, as a jobber, to
extend your reach further than your
grasp, and little sense in catering to
trucks that operate coast to coast.
Rather, stick to the core demographic
that makes up heavy-duty in your area.
“When you get into the farther
areas of our country—and you don’t
have to go far in any province to find
that—you [as a jobber] probably don’t
have a lot of heavy-duty influence in
those areas,” continues Hipkiss. “Say
you’ve got a jobber that has four locations in northern Saskatchewan. The
opportunity for them is not at the
national level but at the regional level:
the guy with six dump trucks, the guy
with four trailers and a tracker.”
Townships and municipalities, in
particular, have a lot of heavy equipment and off-road equipment as well
as heavy trucks, from dumpers to
graters, not to mention dozens of
light- to medium-sized trucks already
in operation in any given town.
Continued on page 14
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One product category that has seen notable increase is the
use of LEDs in commercial vehicles. “The heavy-duty industry
embraced LEDs quicker because a few years ago, when LEDs
were really starting to come out on the scene, they cost quite
a bit more,” says Marc Assenmacher, director of marketing for
Peterson Manufacturing. “But fleets looked at the long-term
benefit of that and said, ‘We see the fact that LEDs last longer.

Our guys aren’t up on ladders changing bulbs.’ Now as they
are coming down in cost, you’re seeing smaller trailers (horse
trailers, utility trailers, boat trailers) with more LEDs as well.”
In addition, many incandescent lights today have nearuniversal coverage in medium and heavy-duty. PM Lights’
four-inch round incandescent tail lamp, for example, covers
a wide range of vehicles from heavy-duty to cargo trailers,
tankers, delivery trucks, tow trucks, and
many others.
“There’s a tremendous variety of opportunities both small and large, and it’s going
to vary from jobber to jobber depending
on where he is and what’s in the area,”
says Mack Gregory, manager of aftermarket
distribution for Peterson Manufacturing in
Eastern Canada. “The only advice I would
give is there’s no one-size-fits-all solution
approach to this.”
“It is important to note that the needs of a
heavy-duty customer are different than those
of an automotive customer. Although both
have high expectations related to quality and
service, there are specific technical skills and
products that are required in the heavy-duty
arena that may differ from those in the automotive sector. In both markets, preventative
maintenance is critical. In a commercial
heavy-duty environment, getting a vehicle
repaired and back in service as quickly as

WIDER PRODUCT COVERAGE

For Automotive, Commercial, Recreational and
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possible is absolutely necessary,”
says Mark Paul, business development and marketing manager for
Grote Industries Canada. “If a car
breaks down it’s an inconvenience,
but a commercial vehicle out of service has many other consequences
that come to bear: time sensitive
deliveries, spoiled goods, and other
financial implications as well as the
inconvenience factor(s).
“There is crossover in the marketplace today. In areas where
there is a cross-over of service,
having access to the right parts and
tools to affect the repair or service
is of critical importance. Having
the proper knowledge and expertise to provide service as required
for the different and specific needs
of the customer is paramount to success.”
“There are products that are used in both heavy-duty and
automotive markets,” continues Paul, “For example, our electrical connections and accessories products are used in the repair,
maintenance and installation activities of a vehicle’s electrical,
lighting and safety systems: primary wire, cable management
and support products, terminals and connectors.”
While the offering in heavy-duty will vary from jobber to
jobber, be aware of some of the opportunities that exist in

onal and Farm...

this ever-increasing product category. Like selling any product
category in the aftermarket, take the time to offer the right
product. It goes a long way to enhance the jobber’s reputation
as being someone who’s mindful of detail, quality-oriented,
and who truly understands the need to be fairly exact.
Don’t put out the cheapest product because it’s the least
costly for you to carry. It’s more costly for your customers to
keep coming back, and that is damaging to the business cycle
in the long run.

P E T E R S O N’S
T H E O N E.
From self-service to commercial customers, you can meet all your
vehicle safety lighting and accessory needs with a single source:
Peterson. Our up-front Plan-a-grams are packed with America’s
best sellers. Our back-counter coverage is the widest, deepest in
the business. And our order-fill reliability is unmatched. Partner
with the company that’s got you covered better, front to back.
PETERSON’S THE ONE.

PETERSON
www.pmlights.com
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How the

eCat Changed
Everything
25 Years On: Where is it Now? And Where is it Going?
By David Halpert
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In the days when the paper catalogue was
the only option, the task of locating the
right part fast fell to a class of counterperson known for their immediate
recall of obscure part numbers
and interchanges; the faster
their recall, the more valuable
they were to the business and
the customer.
Even when they had to refer to the books,
the most grizzled veterans would know exactly where to
look, even when that source would seem to defy logic at first
glance. They’d note the exceptions and the omissions by heart.
They knew what fit what, even when there wasn’t a scrap of
printed paper to tell them.
And then the catalogue got smart—sort of, anyway.
When Activant (then operating as Triad) launched its
e-Cat in 1984, it contained 30,000 part numbers—anaemic
by today’s standards, where any e-cat worth its bytes has to
handle millions.
While it’s virtually impossible to work in today’s aftermarket
without an electronic catalogue behind your parts information,
there was something tangible about receiving that annual print
catalogue directly from the manufacturer. It was a time when
the manufacturer’s proprietary data wasn’t given to third-party
information suppliers and didn’t have to be translated into various formats before it reached the counterperson.
There is no doubt that today’s electronic cataloguing software has made jobbers more efficient, more productive, more
accurate, and allowed them to seek new opportunities that
might have previously resulted in a lost sale. However, when
it comes to cataloguing, in the translation from paper-based to
electronic resources some things remain less than perfect.
Consider the following statement from Jim Franco, president
of Autologue Computer Systems, who also has twenty years’
experience as a counterperson: “[In the past], catalogues
were free from the manufacturers and it was their proprietary
right to expose all of their products in their catalogue. I would
sometimes buy a product line because of the ease of use of
their catalogue.”
Another criticism is that the interaction between the jobber
and the customer has fizzled in the wake of Internet purchasing
and technicians having the same accessibility to parts as the
counterperson.
“Developing a relationship with the customer was huge.
Not only that but the technicians actually relied on the counterperson, because they believed that the counterperson was more
knowledgeable than the technician was,” continues Franco.
“While that wasn’t necessarily true, it was perceived that way.
They had the books, the catalogues.”

Then & Now
Scott Sallstrom is the owner of B&J Parts & Machine in Port
Coquitlam, B.C. In addition to having roots in Port Coquitlam
as an auto parts supplier for 40 years—the business was
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2009
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started by his parents, Bill and Joyce Sallstrom, in 1968—the
firm has the distinction of being one of the first jobber stores to
purchase Activant’s Triad software in the mid ’80s.
“In the early days, the really experienced counterpeople
were hesitant to go to the electronic catalogue, which made
sense. In those days, often the experienced counterperson won
the battles in that they were quicker than the electronic catalogue. The one thing that you did know for certain is the printed
catalogues were more complete,” says Sallstrom. “It didn’t take
long for that to change.”
When Activant’s Triad software was first released to the
public on August 15, 1984, it was comprised of 30,000 part
numbers for a few hundred thousand applications. Today, the
number of replacement parts and application easily ranks in
the millions, as a result of parts proliferations in the ’80s and
’90s. But it has also changed in the way the information is
accessed.
“The counterperson today is a combination of experience
and [expertise at utilizing] the amount of information given
to them. While counterpeople in the past had to be very
knowledgeable, often shuffling between different catalogues
for application and pricing, today our software offers a comprehensive list of suppliers for jobbers to choose from,” says
Paul Magin, vice-president of cataloguing for Activant Solutions
Inc. “And while it’s true that we offer the most comprehensive
coverage when it comes to data, there are now also different
ways users can view that information. Each part is presented in
exactly the same manner, so the technician can see the same
information as the counterpeople. Also, the tools and interfaces
are easy to use for looking up things like prices, good/better/
best lines, and other necessary information.”
“More manufacturers have gotten on board with the most
current standards and they’re adopting the newest technology
in terms of their in-house IT infrastructure. When cataloguing
started out it was all manual input,” says Jerry Fugina, president of Rinax. “It’s certainly being adopted more at the [technician] level. I think that’s what’s going to be driving electronic
cataloguing as we move forward. The technicians were the last
part of the supply chain to adopt the use of electronic cataloguing. As they do so they’re finding it’s more efficient, it makes for
fewer errors, and there’s not as much lost in translation between
themselves and the jobber.”
In speaking with various jobbers across Canada, a noticeable reoccurring trend starts to emerge. The owner or manager
of the store, usually older, in his ’50s or ’60s, would sometimes
pass along e-cataloguing questions to younger counterpeople.
This only made sense. On the one hand, they’re the staff
using the software in-field every day, utilizing many of the features integrated into the software. Looking at it from a different
perspective, while one of the features of electronic cataloguing is its accessibility, many jobbers use out-of-date operating
systems that don’t fully utilize all of the functions capable with
today’s e-cataloguing software. Similarly, many still rely on
paper catalogues for at least a portion of their business.
Continued on page 20
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“It’s a combination why some jobbers don’t use (or use very
little) e-cataloguing software,” says Michel Maheux, interim
president of Carrus Technologies Inc. “The first is cost and how
much of today’s electronic catalogue is still very expensive; the
second is jobbers refusing to change their work habits because
of a lack of adequate training, either in-person or online. Few
jobbers are ‘power users’ when it comes to electronic cataloguing and only utilize about 20-30% of its capabilities.”
“[The market] is getting more fragmented, in that years
ago you only had Activant and that was it—you only had their
catalogue. Then you ended up with Activant or Wrenchead.
Now you’ve got just about all the retailers that develop their
own electronic catalogues and all the manufacturers feed
them their ‘standardized’ data,” says Ron Garand, vicepresident of Vertical Development Inc., a company that helps
automotive aftermarket manufacturers create and manage
catalogue production. “Now you’ve got the different buying
groups starting to do the same thing as a competitive edge. In
doing that they can tie in all of their comparable store inventories together and do a lot of reporting that they’re unable
to do in today’s world. A lot of this [started occurring] in the
last five or six years.”
As a result, manufacturers have had to custom-tailor their
proprietary parts information to meet the formats of each
third-party information supplier. And while the closest in terms
of industry standards has been the transition to the ACES/
PIES standardized format, some manufacturers have voiced
complaints, and believe there is a better model out there.

What’s new?

One model to come out of
this has been the not-forprofit organization Free-Cat.
Free-Cat.com is an online
initiative that has gathered
parts information from
eight of the largest manufacturers in North America
(Affinia, Bosch, Cardone,
Dayco, Federal-Mogul, Gates,
Standard Motor Products, and Tenneco) and essentially offered
it online for free in co-operation with manufacturers.
“What happened in our transition [from paper catalogue
to electronic] was a lot of different players started getting inbetween things. Not to imply that they didn’t all do good and
valuable things, but each one did it his own way, each one
did it with his own little spin. Each did it with his own point
of competitive advantage. And we ended up with a situation
where it was simply taking too long for data to get to the market,” says Bob Moore, founder of Free-Cat.
Today, it can take as long as three to six months before
parts information reaches the aftermarket counterperson’s
screen. And this does not include any mistakes once a part
is road-tested in the market and any mistakes are discovered
and corrected.
“It just took too long to get the inaccuracies fixed. What
we said was, ‘What would happen if you really tried to identify
the smallest number of manufacturers and go back to that
old model? Each manufacturer takes responsibility for its
data, gets it put together, gets it sent out there, and gets it
to the market as quickly as possible.’ That’s what we wanted
to do, construct a model that really replicated the old paper
catalogue distribution.”
Twenty-five years later, we’re starting to see the cracks
begin to appear in adopting a distributor-centric method of
20
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delivering parts information quickly and accurately to the
point of sale. Without going into too much detail, some of
these challenges include slow-to-market updates; the adoption of ACES/PIES; third-party control limiting competition
and data distribution; a lack of information with regards to
heavy-duty, medium-duty, and “other”-motive applications;
piracy of data information; and, of course, the excessive
preparation costs in suppliers required to adapt master data
into several formats.
One solution that’s gaining steam in North America has
been Opticat, a joint venture between Mindquest Inc. in
Utah and TecDoc in Europe. In 1996, many of the European
aftermarket companies got together to create TecDoc, a
manufacturer-driven data cooperative, essentially a one-stop
central depository of parts information for manufacturers.
“Opticat was created as a methodology for getting more
of a manufacturer-centric kind of parts catalogue model, as
opposed to what North America uses, which is distributorcentric, meaning typically a third party takes control of the
cataloguing information by acquiring the data by whatever
means they can get it from the manufacturers,” says Brad
Duncan, CEO of Mindquest Inc. and leading frontrunner of
Opticat Inc.
“They would then take that information and provide it to
distributors and to shops on a fee-based basis on a couple of
fronts. They would create an Internet site, but in order to do
transactions (i.e., ordering parts from one party to another),
the people that would control the catalogue would charge
transaction fees and other fees in the middle of that, amongst
other things. There are other things that they’re charging
fees for that Opticat and its members believe are not the right
model.”
The idea has already gained the support of more than a
dozen of North America’s big aftermarket players.
If adopted, the information would effectively transition electronic cataloguing once more from a distributor-centric model
to the European-style method that is manufacturer-driven.
One key difference would be that existing third-party suppliers of information wouldn’t be left out of the loop. They
could opt in to the system as well and receive the same information as their jobber/technician counterparts. Manufacturers
supplying their own proprietary data would be charged a fee of
US$500 per month per brand to participate. Aftermarket data
users of the Web-based service would be charged a nominal fee
of US$500 per month to use the system.
Since its introduction, the e-Cat has gone from a curiosity—
sometimes ridiculed for its slowness and shortcomings—to a tool
so important that the pressure to have it improve is unceasing.
Even when electronic cataloguing was first introduced
in 1984, nobody could have predicted the changes brought
about by the Internet, technology, and the sheer amount of
information computers can store today.
Perhaps it is best summed up by Brian Murphy, CEO of
WHI Solutions Inc. and creator of Wrenchead:
“Where I see the immediate future in the next twelve to
eighteen months, the fastest segment of the aftermarket by
far, is Internet parts sales, either business-to-business or business-to-consumer. The great thing about that is the Internet is
the perfect medium for the catalogue, because you have the
ability to serve up an infinite amount of data.
“In the past you were very much restricted to how much
memory was on the jobber’s hard drive, or whether or not
you had fast or slow Internet connectivity. It’s just difficult to
push that amount of data displayed in catalogues on a client’s
single system. The Internet doesn’t have that restriction.”
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Wheel Bearings:

Working The Hub

Assembly Trend
By David Halpert

W

heel bearings, like so many product categories, have
experienced a dramatic proliferation in the variety
of parts; unlike many, they have also seen a rapid
rise in parts pricing. For jobbers, the sale of wheel bearings
into the aftermarket has largely been replaced by one-piece
hub assemblies, creating space and inventory challenges.
“Hub bearings are a rapidly growing category, and will
continue to provide a significant sales opportunity for jobbers for many years to come. But, because there are so
many part numbers, the jobber really needs to be dialled in
to what sells in his particular market,” says Neil T. Hogan,
product manager for SKF USA.
It should come as no surprise that the move to hub
assemblies is largely the result of following OEM manufacturers’ designs. As a result, one of the biggest challenges
in recent years has been parts proliferation. With global
vehicle manufacturing, the total application coverage for
wheel bearings has grown significantly.
“It’s not like the old days where one [part]
number fit all of the GM four-wheel drive cars.
[Back then] you had one bearing that fit quite a
lot of cars. Now it’s very specific,” says Tim Burchill,
co-owner of Burchill Automotive Ltd. in Mitchell, Ont.
“GM is starting to cut down on doing one bearing for four
models, because they’ve already shut down two divisions,
Oldsmobile and Pontiac. Back then you could buy the
Chevy Malibu with the same bearings as the GrandAm.
Then they realized it’s not good to have that kind of option.
Do it right and do it on one car only. It’s going to hurt us
because [bearings] today apply to fewer and fewer models.”
“Of course, bearings are everywhere there is rotation. For
most jobbers, over 80% of your bearing sales will come from
wheel-end bearings. Most of the rest will be differential or
transmission bearings,” says Wendell Hays, senior product
manager, brake and wheel end products, Federal-Mogul.
“In certain markets, you could have significant demand for
agricultural bearings as well.”
One company that has a big hand in both OE and
aftermarket wheel bearings worldwide has been Schaeffler
Group Inc., most notably under its FAG brand. Richard
Neilson, Schaeffler’s marketing manager, automotive sales,
says the trend toward one-piece hub assemblies is not new.
“We actually retooled the plant in Joplin, Mo. to build
these things back in the ’80s for Chrysler Jeep Cherokees
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FAG’s Twin Tandem Ball Bearings, which replace the conventional
tapered roller bearings inside a vehicle’s wheel-hub assembly, eliminates
rib friction and reduces bearing friction by approximately 50%. This
reduces fuel consumption by up to 1.5% in everyday driving, amounting
to potential savings of 67.5kg of CO2 and 40 litres of fuel per year.

and Grand Cherokees, and from there it just evolved. The
car companies wanted to reduce complexity in terms of
assembly time, and they didn’t want to have as many components lying around, [and adopted a] sort of less-is-more
approach.
“What we started doing was taking the actual bearings
and then adding value to them. We would encase them in
Continued on page 24
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‘Without the right
technology you’re just
another guy selling parts.’
“There will be clear winners and
losers in today’s parts market. I’m
growing my business by being
demonstrably better than the
competition. And I wouldn’t rely
on anyone other than Activant for
the systems and data needed to
continue our success.”
Mark Smith
Owner, Wholesale Auto Parts

Tune up your business for increased growth in 2010!
Contact your Activant representative or visit
www.activant.com/aftermarketsolutions

Real Solutions. Real Results.™
©2009 Activant Solutions Inc. Activant and the Activant stylized logo are registered trademarks of Activant Solutions Inc.
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a hub assembly, put bolts in it and then ship them off to
the customer, and all that person on the line would have
to do is take that whole unit, put it on the corner piece
and bolt it in, and the assembly is done.”
Along with the increased complexity of the units—
adding integrated ABS sensors, for example—has come
increased price, which has naturally led to an increase in
the “value option.”
“If price is the motivator and a value-line product is
selected, you are likely to get a part that may look the same,
but will not perform the same. Value-grade hub assemblies
typically last about 25% to 35% [less than] the OEM hub,”
continues Hogan. “Many have lower-quality components
that can lead to safety issues like ABS malfunctions, brake
pulsations, or handling problems.”
OE manufacturers have also trended toward sealed
hub assemblies because of their superior contamination
exclusion. Contamination causes premature bearing
failure, and to support the longer warranties available
on new vehicles today, OEMs have pushed for parts that
are designed to last longer. The purpose of a hub assembly
is to control the bearing environment and maximize life
expectancy.
“Evaluate your coverage versus [unit] sales popularity to
identify missing coverage. Focus your inventory on wheelend coverage. Hub assemblies have a higher average unit
price, resulting in a larger inventory investment. However,
the benefit is a larger average sale price driving top-line
sales,” continues Hays.
“If you don’t have it in stock, the sale will go to someone
who does. Maximize your coverage in the category by focusing your inventory investment in premium product. Keep
your short line short by limiting coverage to vehicles that
are a minimum of 12 years old,” he says. “The original hub
assembly typically lasts at least 130,000 km. Because the cost
of replacement is high, consumers will not tolerate a product that fails prematurely. Don’t overlook your sealed wheel
bearing coverage. Many of the smaller, more fuel-efficient
vehicles still use the smaller sealed bearings instead of hub
assemblies.”
With global vehicle manufacturing, the application coverage has also grown. Many wheel bearing manufacturers
work out inventory profiles to help lower carrying costs while
supplying full-line coverage. In some cases, they can offer an
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ABS hub unit that will cover applications for vehicles with and
without ABS. This can help jobbers extend their sales opportunities while maintaining lower inventory costs.
“There are so many vehicles that there’s no way any one
bearing manufacturer can make all of the platforms. That’s
why the car companies will split them up and award contracts to different bearing companies. In the aftermarket is
where we do programs. We do a complete wheel and hub
program for the aftermarket, which consists of hub units for
Mazdas, Toyotas, GM, Ford, and the list goes on,” says Doug
Furlas, Canadian sales manager for aftermarket, Schaeffler
Group Canada.
SKF, for instance, has a variety of tools available for
jobbers to help them tailor their inventory to meet local
requirements. The firm uses a combination of vehicle
population information and local market data to help determine the best inventory possible. SKF also offers a vendormanaged inventory program that assures jobbers the most
cost-effective inventory to service their market requirements.
There’s different market data available out there for
those willing to make the effort with manufacturers. Make
sure you’ve got the right inventory mix to know what vehicles
are in your geographical area.
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NEW PRODUCTS
LED Lights

Brake Pads

Peterson Manufacturing has expanded its LED
line of Tunnel Lights with the new 274 Series—
a 2” round, grommet-mounted accessory light
for trucks and trailers. The two models feature
an operating range of 8–16 volts and are available in both amber and red LED versions. The
179 oval model surface mounts on 4” centres
using #10 screws. The new 274 round model fits
standard 2” rubber grommets.
Peterson Manufacturing Co.
(816) 474-9558
www.pmlights.com

Abex air-disc brake pads feature FederalMogul’s exclusive, patented cast-iron backplate technology in a more efficient and lighter-weight design. Each Abex pad incorporates
an integrally moulded friction V-groove that
greatly improves heat dissipation and eliminates excessive material stress, for outstanding performance under most temperatures
and conditions. The pads are compatible with
vehicles equipped with anti-lock braking and/
or electronic stability systems.
Federal Mogul
(800) 563-8507
www.federal-mogul.com

Motor Oil

Fuel System Cleaner

Cat-Back System

Nitrous System

Wakefield offers the e-pack of Castrol GTX
High Mileage in the two most popular grades,
5W30 and 10W30. It is convenient, lightweight, and allows flexible usage thanks to its
clean-fill spigot system. Disposal is easy: the oil
bladder is treated in the usual manner while
the cardboard container
flattens for ordinary
cardboard recycling.
The small shelf footprint (9.5” w x 15” d
x 12”h) saves space.
Wakefield Canada
(800) 268-5339
www.wakefieldcanada.ca

DynoMax Performance Exhaust has released
several premium stainless steel exhaust systems for 2007–09 Jeep Wrangler JK and JK
Unlimited models. In addition to an improvement of up to seven horsepower and 8-ft.
lbs. of torque, the new systems also feature
409-grade stainless steel 2.5-in. intermediate
and tail pipes, all necessary OE-grade stainless
steel clamps and hardware, detailed installation instructions, and 3-in. polished stainless
steel tips.
Tenneco Inc.
(734) 384-7806
www.DynoMax.com
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The cleaning action of Optima
Intake Valve Cleaner improves
fuel economy and performance,
and lowers harmful emissions.
When used as directed, it is safe
for all fuel injectors, carburetors,
and fuel system components. The
cleaner performs a rapid cleanup of the entire fuel system;
opens clogged injectors;
removes gum, varnish, and
carbon buildup; and inhibits
reformation.
UView Ultraviolet Systems
Inc.
(888) 708-3772
www.terraclean.net

The first nitrous system on the market specifically tailored to the Gen V Camaro’s LS3
V8 engine, ZEX 2010 Chevy Camaro V8
Nitrous System delivers up to 175 additional
horsepower. Active Fuel Control adjusts fuel
delivery with changes in nitrous bottle pressure and operates at
an engine-safe air/fuel
ratio—eliminating the
potential for damage.
The system also includes
easy two-hour plug-andplay installation.
ZEX
(888) 817-1008
www.zex.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
Side-Locking Tarp

Agri-Cover, Inc. has announced the release of a
side-locking tarp system for semi-trailers, farm
trucks, and grain carts. The side-locking tarp
gives consumers protection from the elements
at a great low price. Agri-Cover roll tarps are
hand-made in the U.S. and ensure the highest
quality and tightest fit available. Agri-Cover also
carries replacement parts for any existing sidelocking tarp system.
Agri-Cover, Inc.
(800) 233-4655
www.agricover.com

Tool Kit

The Conti Tool Box
for Asian cars gives the
technician everything
needed to change timing
belts, especially for Asian
vehicles, safely and professionally. The kit contains 26 mounting tools,
including a setting gauge
for camshafts, various
set pins/locking pins,
and arrestors. The tools
are arranged in a sturdy
18” x 14” x 4” heavy-duty

Rust Remover

Evapo-Rust is a water-based,
environmentally friendly rust
remover that eliminates flash
rust in 10 minutes and deep
rust in hours. One gallon
removes rust from up to 300
lb., or approximately 20 sq.
ft., of rusted steel. It will not
harm unrusted steel, brass,
copper, aluminum, galvanization, rubber, plastic, PVC,
Viton, vinyl, or clothing. No
special equipment or protective clothing is
required and solution is reusable.
Rust Stop Canada
(877) 267-6566
www.evaporust.ca

Suspension Parts

The Rein Automotive genuine OE undercar
replacement parts program covers a wide range
of European applications for anti-vibration, suspension, CV axles, and wheel bearings, offering
over 1,000 OE-quality engineered SKUs. Make
and model coverage includes Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Mini, Porsche, Saab, Volkswagen,
and Volvo.
CRP Industries
(905) 569-9186
www.crpindustries.ca

Paint Finishing System

plastic carrying case.
ContiTech AG
+49 511 938-5513
www.contitech.de/index_en.html

Mass Air Flow Sensors

A1 Cardone reman and Cardone Select New
mass air flow sensors are engineered and fully
function-tested to ensure quality performance
and reliability, which means fewer comebacks.
The A1 Cardone reman
brand offers a lower-cost
alternative, while Cardone
Select New brand offers
an upsell opportunity for
choosier customers.
Cardone Industries
(215) 912-3848
www.cardone.com
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Evercoat’s Premium Paint Finishing System
offers an advanced, easy-to-use, three-step system for protecting paint finishes. This highquality system provides time-saving application
and delivers a durable, high-gloss finish to produce a true show-car shine. All products in the
system are water-soluble for easy cleanup.
Evercoat Co. Inc.
(905) 560-1060
www.evercoat.com
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For the Counterperson

November 2009

Knowledge Building:

OUTSIDE SALES FOR
PARTS PROFESSIONALS
By Laurie Izgerean, Curriculum Developer, Durham College

S

elling is one of the most exciting jobs in the world.
When you’re with the right organization, it gives you
unlimited income potential, freedom, and an opportunity to
take control of your career. Modern-day selling is a consultative process that takes time
and requires several essential
skills. It’s about long-term
relationship building with
shop owners.
Trust and credibility are
two essential components
of relationship building.
Before you can attempt to
sell anything, you have to
make a positive, professional
first impression. We have all
heard the saying, “You never
get a second chance at a first
impression.” A salesperson’s
image is one of his greatest assets. The best way to
leave a lasting first impression is to look your best,
dress appropriately, smile,
and offer a firm handshake
with an exchange of names
to set the stage.
It has often been said that
we buy things from people
we like, and we typically
want to do business with people who are positive and exude
a competent demeanour. A salesperson’s attitude goes hand in
hand with his outward image. You will communicate credibility
when you are proud of the organization you represent without
showing arrogance. Be honest and truthful and don’t exaggerate what your products can do, as it is always in your best interest not to oversell and under-deliver.
Once you’ve taken care of the basics, it’s time to get in front
of your customer. However, all too often valuable time is lost
when salespeople present to the wrong people or lack the flair
required to extract important information from the customer.
When you ask all the right questions, deals can be closed and

long-term customer relationships can be created and sustained.
Find out who makes the buying decisions and meet with him.
Once you understand the “why” and “how” of your customer’s
needs, you can gather the right information to present him with
the right solution to satisfy
those needs.
Know your stuff. In
today’s competitive business
environment, no matter what
the industry, a potential customer will not be willing to
do business with a salesperson who doesn’t have a comprehensive understanding of
the products he’s selling—
and that includes what your
rival is offering. Be prepared
with all of the knowledge
required to convince the customer that your products or
services are the best ones
to solve his issues, and that
includes competitive product
knowledge as well.
When you do get the
opportunity to present your
products face to face, try a
customer-focused approach,
as opposed to the quick-sale
style. Get to know the customer by first building some common ground. Look around
his office and compliment something he’s done well. Keep
Continued on page 28

Following in the footsteps of the Inside Sales:
Parts Counter Professional course, CARS and Durham
College’s Corporate Training Division deliver their
second of sixteen educational programs directed at outside
sales in the parts industry.
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Continued from page 27

the conversation moving and avoid any
type of controversy. For example,
imagine he tells you the only reason
he’s willing to look at your products
is that he refuses to do business
with your competitor, because
he doesn’t get along
Project1 12/3/08 2:20
1
with PM
theirPage
salesperson.
Refrain from jumping
on the bandwagon. Stay
neutral and offer a statement
such as, “We are glad you’ve
given us the opportunity to
service all of your needs, as we
consider ourselves to be the best
in the business.”
The sales profession comes with a cycle of highs and
lows. To keep the roller-coaster ride at a minimum, focus on
motivation and goal-setting. These two common components
of selling can become challenging over time and they both
require constant attention. It’s easy to love the sales profession
when we’re closing deals, getting in front of lots of potential
customers, and presenting our new and improved products
and services—but how do you combat the dips that ultimately
come after a period of high motivation? Find the good in every
call, learn something new every day, remember your successes,
take risks, and stay away from negative people. When you set
your goals, be sure they are better than your best.

Another way to help combat the downside of the sales cycle
is to keep your lead and future customer pipeline full. Don’t
wait for one sale to close before you go looking for another
one. A salesperson’s ability to follow up successfully after every
lead, telephone message, and after every sale will keep things
consistent, and insure that new, repeat, and referral business
continually comes into the shop.
The sales process never stops at the order. Sure, we need
orders to stay in business, but the after-sale process, including
the transference of vital and accurate information back to the
shop, is every bit as important. If the details are not communicated thoroughly and error-free, there will be no customer
satisfaction or repeat/referral business. Do things right the
first time to be sure you don’t have to do it all over again.
Handle the paperwork efficiently. Communicate the order
to the appropriate members of your team back at the shop.
Follow up to make sure it’s delivered on time.
A true sales champion will check and double-check everything for accuracy, and as a result, will enjoy a long career
serving a base of customers who wouldn’t want or need to go
anywhere else.

Not all jobbers
were created equal.

Get the News of
the Week
Right to Your
Computer

For more information on inside sales training, visit
CARS OnDemand training at www.cars-council.
ca or contact CARS at 1-888-224-3834

Smart jobbers today are providing their customers with
dynamic, on-line – OnDemand video 24/7 featuring:

“At Your Personal Request”

• Automotive repair and service technical training
• Light/medium duty truck repair and service technical training
• Service and business management skills
CARS OnDemand training will help differentiate you from the
competition; strengthen your customer ties; improve the bottom
line for installers; and, increase your own profitability.

Personalized E-Mail Newsletter
Every Thursday. Free of Charge.
Anywhere.
Subscribe at

www.autoserviceworld.com,
Click on e-mail newsletter
CALL TODAY:

1-888-224-3834

www.cars-council.ca

Funded in part by the Government of
Canada's Sector Council Program
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact Brayden J C Ford 416-510-5206

HAND CLEANERS

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
www.goodyearbeltsandhose.com
The officially licensed belt of
NASCAR. Gatorback, the quiet
belt. You can never replace Goodyear quality.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines
humming”
ZEX AC Compressors Division of Mister Starter

www.misterstarter.com
Remanufactured/New A/C compressors and
Turbochargers/Superchargers for complete line
of cars and trucks, DOMESTIC & IMPORTS.
Custom Rebuilds also available for your needs.

COLLISION REPAIR
Masters School of Autobody Management
www.masters-school.com
Masters offers a number of
education programs and implementation
follow-up programs designed to take
bodyshops to the next level of success.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Company
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LUBRICANTS & ADDITIVES
Empack/emzone Automotive Care &
Maintenance
www.emzone.ca
The high performance
emzone product line
is specially formulated
for your detailing
and maintenance needs. For maintenance:
Lubricants, Brake Cleaners, Degreasers, and
Coatings. For detailing: Glass Cleaners, Carpet
Foams, Tire Shines and Auto Fresh.

REFRIGERANT
Duracool Refrigerants Inc.
www.duracool.com
Nationally Distributed by:
Deepfreeze Refrigerants Inc. The Leaders
in Hydrocarbon Refrigerant Technology
Guaranteed In writing not to harm any
Mobile A/C System You can feel the
Difference that Quality Makes “Our Formula
Never Changes”.

Marketplace
Page #

Activant Solutions Inc.
(www.activant.com/aftermarketsolutions)........23
Agri-Cover, Inc. (www.agricover.com)............... 9
Autologue Computer Systems Inc.
(www.epartconnection.com)......................16, 17
Automotive Industries Association of Canada
(www.aiacanada.com)........................................ 7
Bestbuy Distributors Limited
(www.bestbuyautoparts.ca)............................. 11
Cardone Industries Inc.
(www.cardone.com/green)........................... OBC
CARS Council (www.cars-council.ca)............. 28
Peterson Manufacturing
(www.pmlights.com)...................................14, 15
Promax Auto Parts Depot
(www.autopartsdepot.ca)................................... 5
Schaeffler Canada Inc.
(www.replaceyourbearings.com)................... IFC
Valvoline Canada Limited
(www.valvoline.com)....................................... IBC
XRF Inc. (www.xrfchassis.com)....................... 24
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GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading
manufacturer of
skin care products
and services for
many marketing including automotive and
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a
commitment of creating well-being through
hand hygiene and healthy skin.

$899 Parts Store Software
• Reliable. Users have run daily for 8 years
without calling us for help.
• Fast. Make invoices in seconds.
1000s of charge statements in an hour.
• Automatic. Updates inventory, charge
accounts & core tracking.
• Recall & reprint invoices from earlier
today or any time up to 5 years ago.
• Use locally available hardware.
• Up to 37 user stations.
• There is nothing else you must buy.
• Optional Wrenchead cataloging.
• No contract to sign.
• Get our free video & demo disk.

REFRIGERANT
Empack / emzone Refrigerants
www.emzone.ca
Eco-friendly, non-ozone
depleting and system
safe. The emzone
quality A/C Refrigerant
product line includes stop leak, system
conditioner, oil charge, UV dye leak detection,
and dryer offering colder vent temperatures,
improved system efficiency, lower head pressure
and greater gas mileage. Ideal for cars, trucks,
SUVs and tractors.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for
all your industrial gases
and welding supplies.
Rotary Lift
www.rotarylift.com
World Leader in Lift
Productivity

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited

www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying group and warehouse
distributor that allocates its profits to member
shareholders and provides unbeatable value
for independent jobbers.
The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group
Kerr Machine Shop Group Inc.

www.kerrmachineshopgroup.com
Buying group for machine shops and
performance shops.

Mib

Box 3367, Espanola, NM 87533 USA
505-293-8640
Serving you since 1977 with
honesty & integrity.
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Editorial
Comment

RIGHT TO RETHINK

T

NEXT MONTH

In December we
profile the Jobber
News Counterperson
of the Year, plus
we look at Reman
Developments, and
Look Back at 2009.
30
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he last few weeks have provided much to think about in terms of Right
to Repair.
At the top of the list is the landmark decision by the Automotive Industries Association of Canada to join with automakers, the National Automotive Trades Association (NATA) and its members, and significantly, the
Ministry of Transportation to work toward a voluntary agreement.
As many of you will be aware, years of stonewalling by the OE channels in Canada led much of the aftermarket, through the auspices of the Automotive Industries Association of Canada, to seek redress through Canada’s legislature.
After many seemingly futile efforts, or at least progress so slow as to be nearly
impossible to measure, a huge advance was finally made when a bill, Bill C-273,
made it onto the docket in the House earlier this year, giving it a real chance of
becoming law.
Still, that’s a pretty big dream for a little private member’s bill, even with an overwhelmingly positive vote.
And when Tony Clement, Minister of Transportation, applied pressure to stop
the NDP-sponsored bill and aggressively pushed the voluntary agreement forward
as a virtually government-sponsored solution, an odd dynamic developed: on the
one hand, the chances of the bill making it through committee went from slim to
virtually none; and the chance of getting a workable voluntary agreement went from
questionable to as close to a sure thing as you will ever get.
With the remaining contentious point being resolved (the question over reflash
capability being opened to the aftermarket) and the fact that all those involved
always stressed that the goal was a solution, regardless of means, it only made sense
to abandon the legislative approach in favour of the cooperative one.
I am sure that a great many people are going to feel that the abandonment of the
legislative approach is a betrayal of sorts; certainly Brian Masse, NDP MP Windsor
who has put so much energy into getting the bill to where it was can be forgiven if
he’s smarting a tad. But, from what I hear, he understands the need for a solution
and he must understand better the precarious life of a private member’s bill.
We should, however, thank him.
I firmly believe that progress on the Right to Repair Bill was absolutely crucial to
the progress of the Canadian Automotive Service Information Standard voluntary
agreement, as it is called.
I also believe that the agreement’s rapid progress starting early this year pushed
the OEs to agree to sit with the aftermarket, and NATA in particular. It was, after all,
the only thing that had changed in the landscape.
I also believe that the threat of the NDP getting credit for a consumer-benefiting
initiative—it is, after all, the “consumer’s right to repair” at the centre of the issue—
put the governing Conservatives on the offensive and brought them to seek to
hijack the issue.
I also believe that none of this really matters—not the history, not the sharing of
credit, not who has done what or said what to whom over the past several years—as
long as the aftermarket gets what it has always asked for: a solution.
And that is what is closer than ever today. So, for everyone who wrote their MP,
spoke to a consumer, attended a meeting, or ever uttered the phrase “Right to
Repair,” give yourself a round of applause. Together we all got the aftermarket to
where it is today.
And then roll up your sleeves, and continue with the work.
For, while a united process is a tremendous development, it is just a common route
that has been decided on. There is still a way to go before we reach the destination.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor
aross@jobbernews.com
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www.v a lv o li n e . c o m

Only one person works on his car.
And only one oil works in his engine.
More ASE-certified top mechanics use Valvoline in their own cars.*
Mechanics can use any oil they want. They choose the one with a proven
reputation for quality, protection and a history of innovation. Valvoline.

100 YEARS UNDER THE HOOD.
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